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Technology is now an integral part of many business
operations. When it comes to security, technologyled solutions are an invaluable element of a
comprehensive strategy. There are numerous available
technological solutions in security, all of which help
protect your people, assets and environments.
One key element of security technology is intelligence
and reporting software. Understanding threats,
analysing patterns and tailoring security resources
accordingly, ensures companies are continuously
improving efficiency and effectiveness of their unique
security solution.
The pace of change in technology provides its own
challenge in security, with new potential solutions
becoming available regularly, but in turn, new
innovative types of threat to organisations that need
to be monitored and managed.
In this whitepaper we aim to give you an overview of
how technology impacts security and how it can be
used to help you make better security decisions.
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Merlin 24/7:

How Merlin 24/7
Benefits You

Unrivalled Insights. Intelligent Software. Integrated Security.

As the leader in global intelligence software, we are driven by the evolving operational
challenges our clients face. Implementing our industry leading technology, we simplify business
management processes, generating unrivalled insights into our clients’ unique risk profiles,
enabling them to make highly informed decisions about their operational performance.

Scale the software to suit
your needs

Merlin Protect 24/7 delivers realtime data 24/7, enabling you to make
decisions quickly and efficiently.

Utilising real-time data, you can ensure
you are distributing your resources
in the most efficient way, saving you
money.

Pick the package that best suits your
needs, safe in the knowledge that you
can upscale and add new features as
your requirements grow.

Save time on the ground

Full and transparent audit trail

Our fully digitised solution makes
incident and task management quick and
easy, saving your teams valuable time.

Digitised solution means easy data
storage, providing complete visibility
of your tasks and incidents with date
stamps to make auditing easy.

Integrate with your own systems and get
the full picture with a single source for your
entire security, understanding the biggest risks
to your people, assets and environments

Outputs

Merlin 24/7 customers have seen some
impressive results since implementing the software:

Automated
Incident Escalation

Crime and
Incident Data

Incident Reports with
CCTV Footage or Data

Internal Incidents
i.e. Facility Faults

Risk Assessments
and Reviews

AVERAGE
INCIDENT
HANDLING TIME

Dynamic Evaluation of
Risk Assessments

Tech Integration i.e.
Lone Worker/
Patrol Points

MERLIN

Intelligence Feeds i.e.
National Threats/
Protests

UNDER

50%

Bespoke Dashboard with
Real-time Risk Visibility

Paperless Audit and
Responsibility Tasking

Manual Input i.e.
Building Managers, Teams

Artificial Intelligence
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Cost-effective solution
without increased risk

Complete risk visibility with a
fully integrated solution

Merlin 24/7 takes data inputs, manages workflows and processes, and generates
automated outputs:

Inputs

Make real-time, intelligenceled security decisions

HOURS OF GUARDING BACK ON SITE DUE
TO REDUCED ADMIN TIME

Trend Analysis

For one customer, by digitising the process, not only did Merlin 24/7 save them time, it kept
detailed data in one, centralised location. By keeping all the data in one place, analysis of
trends is much simpler, enabling our customer to create a risk profile for each of their sites
and therefore develop tailored security solutions based on the unique threat profiles of each
location. This approach meant the most efficient use of both budget and resource, protecting
locations in a proportionate manner, dependant on their specific security needs.

Proactive service providing warning to security
personnel of potential threats to location
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Automated
Security Solutions

Utilising an
Alarm Receiving Centre

The Merlin24/7 system enables automatic mass messaging
to key stakeholders when certain criteria are triggered.
Automating this process means faster communication
and ensures relevant messages get delivered to the right
audience in the right way.

Our Mitec facility in Northern Ireland is the UK’s leading
technology and convergence centre, protecting thousands
of buildings, assets and over 40,000 lone workers.
Operating 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, the fully
trained, experienced team conduct remote monitoring
and alarm receiving ensuring you can handle any incidents
swiftly and decisively.

Proactive Security
Deployment

Improved Loss
Prevention

‘I feel safe‘
culture for staff

AI CCTV
Cost Efficiencies

Actionable
Intelligence

Risk Mitigation

BY DISSEMINATING INFORMATION TO THE
NECESSARY STAKEHOLDERS FASTER, YOU CAN
IMPLEMENT DECISIVE ACTION SOONER AND
RESPOND TO RISKS AND THREATS IN THE MOST
EFFICIENT WAY POSSIBLE TO PROTECT YOUR PEOPLE,
ASSETS AND ENVIRONMENTS.
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Remote monitoring and access control are becoming
an increasingly important element of a holistic approach
to security. Evolving technology now enables visual
verifications of any alarms raised, providing real-time
information that allows the Mitec team to accurately assess
incidents and take the necessary course of action, which
may include deploying a team on the ground if required.
Remote locking and unlocking of doors in an emergency
can also protect your people, assets and environments
from potential threats, keeping them in a secure location
with no risk to any individual on site.
Monitoring from a central facility also enables you to
manage your lone workers and provide them a secure
working environment. Utilising technology that requires
lone workers to check in and provide location data
ensures that at all times your employees can be protected
should an incident occur, with the lone worker monitoring
team sending any assistance that is required.

reported
‘leveraging
security remote
monitoring’ as a
high priority over
the next two
years.
– Mitie Digital
Transformation Report

believed digital
transformation
would have a
high impact on
Security/Access
Control within
five years.
– Mitie Digital
Transformation Report
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The Importance
of Innovation

Make Better Security Decisions
with Technology

Technology is forever developing. Now more than ever,
new technologies are emerging that influence every aspect
of our daily lives. Security is no different. The last few years
have seen dramatic changes in the technological security
landscape, with the introduction and rising prevalence of
biometrics, artificial intelligence and integrated fire and
security services.

Integrated technology solutions will continue to form
the backbone of a comprehensive security strategy.
As technology advances at a rapid pace, elements
of technology that now seem futuristic will become
commonplace. Improved technology is key to enabling
enhanced intelligence and combined provides essential
information that enables you to make the best security
decisions for your business.

THESE TECHNOLOGIES
ARE NO LONGER THE
WORK OF FICTION.
THEY ARE THE NOW.

Not only that, with improved technology comes
improved reporting, allowing you to monitor
performance and manage your security solution in realtime, re-assigning resources to fit your precise needs and
keep your people, assets and environments safe from
constantly evolving threats.

The continued convergence of security technology with IT
security is leading to improved availability and accessibility
of real-time data. Bringing these data points together is
crucial for the ongoing development of a cohesive and
comprehensive view of a business’ whole security profile
and the solutions they implement.
By embracing this approach, businesses benefit from
increased situational awareness for security teams, enabling
a more efficient and effective approach to address the risks
and threats they face.

THE INFLUENCE OF TECHNOLOGY
IN THE EVER-EVOLVING SECURITY
MARKET WILL CONTINUE
TO INCREASE. CONVERGED
TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS ARE
INTEGRAL TO DELIVERING A
COMPREHENSIVE, FUTURE-PROOF
SECURITY STRATEGY.

We believe innovation is essential to creating a robust,
future-proof security solution. We are committed to
delivering the best possible service to our customers,
which is why we invest in cutting-edge technology to
deliver highly effective security solutions.
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SECURITY

Phone: 0330 678 0710
Email: alwaysprepared@mitie.com
Website: www.mitie.com/security
Twitter: @MitieSecurity

